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CHAPTER I
IHlEOIXJCTrON
The aiBount of reading done b7 an individual has been
suggested as an excellent index of his social <»mpetence» Ifore-
over, evidence is accumulating to shoe that those persons whose
reading interests and habits are most commendable are *the sort
of people best able to organize and maintain a satisfactory com¬
munity life*”^ Thus, the reading Interests and habits of adults
residing in rural areas may serve as an indication of the effective¬
ness and adequacy of coosaunity resources for building up social res’-
ponslbilities* Educators and librarians are concerned with the amount
and quality of reading done by rural adults} reading which serves to
fulfill their individual needs and which might help that to become
better citizens in the oooBounity.
Reading experiences of adults residing in rural areas are
very limited in amount and restricted in quality* The reading of
serious literature is neglected because of immature reading habits
9
whidi render the reading of sudi materials too difficult* However,
the interests of the rural adults are the same as the interests of
other citizens} they want reading material not only related to their
daily eiqjezlences on the faxv but reading matter dealing with all
types of problems* In many instances> the few agencies to whidi
^Evaludion of Reading," Progressive E<!tocation Association in
the Eight Year Study, Ho* It, (Columbus, Ohiot Ohio State University,
Jarniary, 1936), p* 1*
2
Guy Thomas Buswell, How Adults Read, (Cbicagot University of
Press, 1937) P* 39.
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the8« acialts hsva access are not equipped to meet their individual
needs* With the failure of satlafaetion of hia individual needs*
the rural adilt tends not to read at all, or to secure reading
matter of low quality* ihe reading interests and habits of rural
adults are largely determined by (l) the availability of reading
materials in the rural ooimnunity arid home* (2) the availability of
the types of materials which require the least amount of effort and
time to read* and (3) his own specialized interests* Being aware of
this* librarians and educators are becoming interested in the rural
adults* reading problems and are seeking their solution*
Purpose and Scope
Hxe iHirposes of this stu(ty weret (l) to investigate the
reading resources in Lincoln County* Tennessee; (2) to ascertain
the reading interests and habits of adults residing in the rural
areas of the County; (3) to ascertain their interests and hal^ts
relative to other types of communicstion media sudi as radio* tele¬
vision* motion pictures* et cetera; and (li) to compare the porportlon
of reading done by the adults with their use of these other media*
Lincoln County is a large rural county located in middle
Tennessee* 70 miles southeast of Nashville* It has an area of 58l
square miles and a population of 25»62l4 of whidu number* It*llu6 are
Negroes and 1$ are foreign bom* Of the 25>62li people in Lincoln
County* 18*000 or 71 per cent reside in rural areas* Ihe Chamber
of ComaMrce has estimated that l6*0CX} or slightly more than 62 per
cent are adults*
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lh« County is composed of six medlu»>sized conmninitles>
HLandie, Delrose, Fayette-ville, Ho«ell» Mulberry and Petersburg,
having Fayetteville ss the County seat. Ihere are eight <»tton gins
located sithin the cotton area, six small factories and several farm
markets. Ihe natural resources of the County are its fertile soil,
timber, limestone and marble.
Ihere are sdiools in Lincoln County, the majority of
mhidh are one-teacher rural schools. The best educational facilities
are to be found in Ffyetteville shere there are tso high schools and
Ihree elementary schools* ihe median school years c»]i^leted are 7.5
by achilt men and 7.9 by adult somen. College graduates make up only
one per cent of the population.
ihs primary agencies for the communication of ideas in Lincoln
County are (a) tso dally and two weekly newspapersf (b) radio station
VEER located in Fayetteville} (c) three motion picture theaters also
located in Fayetteville} and (d) a soai-publie library described in
some detail on subseqpient pages. In addition, Lincoln County repre¬
sents a fringe area where it is possible to receive television programs
from stations located in Huntsville, Alabama and KashviUe, Het^ihis,
Chattanooga and Knoxville, Tennessee.
The foregoing serves to illustrate the fact that Fayetteville
is in a very real sense the bub or center around whicdi the major acti¬
vities of the County revolve. However, since there are radio and
television stations serving the area, there are opportunities for the




In order to discover the types of reading matter available* an
investigation eas made of the local channels of distribution of reading
matter sudb as the public library* grocery stores* drug stores* five
and ten cent stores* newsstands* the Soil Conservation Service* and
the United States Agricultural Extension Service* the examination
consisted of collecting data about each agency of distribution re>
gardlng its services to Lincoln County* and about the titles of pub¬
lications which are stodiced* these publications* books* aiagazines*
and newspapers were dassifled into well defined categories* Books
were divided into the following eight eategorlesi almanacs* diildren*8
books* books on gardening* mystery and detective stories* recreational
books* religious books* romantic books and westerns* the magaslnes
were classified by subject or type into 1$ categories as followss
comics* mystery and detective magazines* farm publications* fashions*
gardening* handicrafts* homemaking* motion pictire* national and world
affairs* Negro* radio and television periodicals* recreational* roman¬
tic magazines* sclentiile publications* and sports magazines* News¬
papers were classlAed as local newspapers which included those pub¬
lished in one of the six communities in the County and limited almost
exclusively to distrlbutiLon in the eoi^ninity where it originated and
regional newspapers which were those published in a metropolitan area
outside of Lincoln County* tmt available to the residents of the
County through distribution facilities located in Fayetteville*
The adults who participated in the study were selected by
means of a random san^le of those living in the six communities
5
eoBprising Lincoln County* A road map of the County and the mork
program of farm (teraonstration agents mere the Instruments used in
detezmlning (1) the direction of entrance into the eomraunity, (2)
the highly populated areas^ (3) locations of the sources of materials^
and (It) the connecting links from one community to the other* Upon
entrance into each eomiminlty the first house mas designated as the
beginning point for intervieeihg and one adult 21 years of age and
above in every fifth house mas Interviemed* When no response mas
secured or the adult ansmering refused to be interviemed, an adult
from the next house mas chosen until the entire conuminity had been
covered*
Ibe interviem s^edule mas the instrument used to ascertain
each adult*8 reading interests and habits, his hobbies, leisure
time activities, and the extent of his participation in community
activities* An attempt mas made to correlate reading interests and
habits mith interests and habits in regard to other types of activities
sudi as radio listening, television vieming, notion picture attendance,
et cetera* Information obtained from the questionnaires mas analysed
as to differences in reading interests and habits in terms of sex,
age, education, economic status, and race*
It mas expected that through such an analysis a general
picture of the comgunications behavior of these rural adults could
be obtained*
Significance
It is hoped first that this stu(iir mill serve to augment
present information on the reading interests and habits of achilts
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residing in rural areas and seoondljr* that the studljr viU serve
as a basis for determining rural reading patterns and needs in
Unooln Count/ with a vies toeard meeting them either through
existing facilities or through the establishment of nee services*
CHAPTER II
A STUDI OF THE READING RESOURCES IN LINCOLN COUNTI, TENNESSEE
This chapter presents the findings of the stucjy in regard
to the reading resoaroea in Lincoln County^ Tennessee, and reveals
the nature of the local channels of distribution and the types of
reading aaterials available*
The aajozlty of the agencies of distribution sire located in
Fayetteville, the County seat, and in<dttde 26 profit agencies and
three non-profit agencies* The pro:nLt agencies are 17 grocery stores,
five drug stores, three fivs-and»ten cent stores, one combination
nessstand and taxL<»cab station* The non-profit agencies are the
public library, the Sell Conservation Service and the United States
Agricultural Extension Service*
The Profit Agencies
Since Lincoln County does not support, through taxes, the
types of institutions shidi usually distribute or supply reading
materials free of charge, the adilts are forced to rely upon the
profit agencies for the bulk of their reading matter* Inaddition
to this fact, it eas found that there mere no profit agencies
located in three of the six eonuaunities comprising Lincoln Countyi
conse(]piently, the adults residing in these three eomimanities have
an opportunity to purchase reading materials only mhen they eome
to Fayetteville to purdiase food and other necessary supplies*
The drug stores represented ^e primary source of reading
materials for the residents of Lincoln County, supplyit^ 78 per cent
7
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of tho periodicals, 7U per cent of the books and both local and regional
newspapers. The second main source for securing reading natter Is the
grocery store or general store. (Grocery stores supplied 22 per cent
of the periodicals, seren per cent of the books, two regional and the
two local newspapers. The flrs-and-ten cent stores supplied 19 per
cent of the books but no magazines or newspapers. The one newsstand
had available for purchase one of the local and one of the regional
newspapers. This Is shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1
READIEO MATERIALS SUPPLIED BT EACH PROFIT AOENCT
Profit













Stores 31 7U 61 78 92 76 2
Grocery
Stores 3 7 17 22 20 17 u
Fire and
ten Cent
Stores 8 19 « • • • • • 8 7
NewsstamIs ... • • • • • • • • • 2
Totals U2 100 78 100 120 100
The Arailablllty of Reading Materials
by Type and Category
Magazines.»»The 26 profit agencies supplied a total of 78
different magazine titles representing 15 subject categories. Sixty-
one or 78 per cent of these were supplied by drug stores and 17 or
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22 per cent were supplied by the 17 grocery stores. Ho nagaslnes
were sui^lied ly the three fire-and^ten cent stores or the newsstand.
Mystery and deteetlwe magasines^ represented by 10 titles,
were available In greater number than any other type. U(»io magaslnes
came second with eight titles. Magaslnes dealing with faming, fashions,
honenaking, notion pictures and those containing romantic stories ranked
third wl^ six titles in each category. In fourth place, represented
by five titles each, were periodicals treating gardening, sports and
national and world affairs. Four magazines were of a recreational
nature and four dealt with radio and television. There were three
scientific magazines and two each of the handicrafts and Hegro subject
categories.
Books.—In regard to books, three of the four profit agencies
had in stock hZ titles which represented eight different categories.
The drug stores led with 31 titles or 7U per cent of the total) ^e
five>and-tea cent stores followed wi^ eight titles or 19 per cent
of the total) the grocery stores had only three titles or seven per
cent of the total number of book titles supplied throu^ the profit
agencies.
By type, mystery and detective books ranked first with 12 titles,
chlldr«a*s books ranked second with nine titles, romantic stories ranked
third with six titles. In fourth place were western stories represented
by five titles, followed by three titles each In the categories of
recreational and gardening books. In last place were religious books
and almanacs represented by two titles each.
Newspapers .—The Investigation of the availability of news¬
papers revealed that the profit agencies could supply four newspapers,
two of which were local and two regional publications. The regional
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nevspapers, both dailies, vers the Mashvllle Banner and the Hashrills
Tennessean! 'Uie two local papers published In Fayetterilla once a week
on Ihnrsday, vere the Lincoln County Kevs and the Fayetterllle Obserrer,
Ten of the 17 grocery stores sold both regional and local newspapers.
Of the two drug stoires located in Fayetteville, one sold the Nashville
Tennessean and carried a local paper. The remaining three drug stores
in the County supplied no newspapers. The newsstand sold the
Mashvllle Banner and one local newspaper. Mo newspapers were avail*
able tiirough the 'Uiree five-and-ten cent stores.
Table 2 reveals toe types of books and magazines available
through each {srofit agency and the number of titles in eadi category
which each agency siqjplied.
When subject categories for both books and magazines are
considered together, it may be seen that reading materials of the
mystery and detective ^es were supplied in greatest number. Ten
of the sutgazine titles and 12 of the book titles vere of this type.
Romantic books and romantic magazines, represented by 12 titles,
came second. Although there vere nine book titles to satisfy the
children*s interests, there were no children's magazines available
in Lincoln County throu^ the profit agencies. This indicates that
the eight comic book magazines vere the only types of periodicals
supplied which might appeal to the children. For the adults, there
vere five gardening magazines and three book titles dealing with the
same subject; four magazines and .three book titles dealing with
recreational subjects were availaU.e} publications dealing with
farming, fashions, homemaking, and motion pictures were fo\uid only
u
TABI£ 2
TTFES OF MAGAZINES AND BOOKS ATAIUBLE THROUGH
THE PROFIT AGENCIES OF DISTRIBUTION AND THE
HUMBER OF TITLES IN EACH CATEQCmi
















Conic U U • •• 8
Fanning k 2 • • • • • # 6
Fashions U 2 6
Gardening li 1 • •• • •• 5
Handicrafts 2 • •• 2
HEMsemaking 5 1 •• • • 6




Affairs 5 ««# 5
Negro 2 2
Radio and Television 3 1 u
Recreational 3 1 h
Ronantio 5 1 6
Seientifle 2 1 3











Alnanaos 1 1 • « 2
Children's 6 3 • • • 9
Gardening 3 3
Mystery and DeteetiTO 8 2 2 12
Recreational 3 3
Religious 2 2
Ronantio U 1 1 6





















Almanacs • •• 2 2
Children*s Interests 9 9
Comics 8 8
Farmii^ 6 6
Fashions 6 • •• 6
Gardening 5 3 8
Bandd.crafts 2 • •• 2
Homemaking 6 6
Notion Pictanra 6 6
Mystery and DeteotiTe 10 12 22
National and World Affairs 5 • •• 5
Negro Subjects 2 2
Radio and Television It It
Recreational It .3. 7
Religious 2 2
Romantic 6 6 12
Scientific 3 • •• 3
Sports $ 5
Western ««• 5 5
Totals 78 It2 120
in aagazlne form and «er« represented mlth six titles each. With
fire titles and existing in magazine form mere titles dealing mith
national and morld affairs^ and sports* TOere mere three magazine
titles dealing mith science, tso concerned mith Negro subjects, and
tso mith handicrafts. Reading materials of the religious andmestem
\ ■
tjrpes mere STsilabla in book form onl/.
SosmarT’
HTstery and detectire magazines mere distributed more than
spy ether types of magazines mith romance magazines and books ranking
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next* notion picture, homemaking, farolng, and fashion aagasines
ratdced third* Uyster/ and deteotire books constltated the major
types of books available* Children*s books ratted second, and romances
third* All of these types of books, except children's books, appeared
in podcet-slse editions* Bpth local and regional newspapers were
available to the residents of Lincoln County} however, the contents
of the local newspapers were devoted almost exclusively to community
events and farm news*
She examination of the distribution of reading autter by the
profit agencies revealed that those acklts who preferred the general
and popular publications would be better served than those who pre¬
ferred the specialized and technical titles* Cheap magazines and
inesqpensive podcet book editions constituted the major types of reading
matter availaHe.
Ihe ]lon>^Profit Agencies
TLb examination of the non-^pxofli agencies of distribution
revealed tbs extent to whi<^ these agencies have oontrilHited to the
reading of the adults in Lincoln County* Ihe public library, the
Soil Conservation Service, and The United States Agrict^tural Extension
Service constituted the non-profit agencies examined.
Public Library
Lincoln County Free Public Idbraxy is located in the CounjLy
seat, and occupies a small room on the second floor of the municipal
building* The library was organized by the members of the Junior
Bound Bozen Club, a club of elderly ladies, and is financed by the
lU
sale of birthday calendars* these calendars contain the birth
dates of the Besibera of the Junior Bound Ztosen Club and of seil»
knosn people in Lincoln County the library receives an annual
income of $600 from these sales* snd mat rely upon this amount
for its total support since it receives no funds from the County*
the money ree^ved from these calendar sales is used for the puxw
chasing of current notion titles and for the servi^s of a part-
time librarian* the. library is open for service three days a meek
from tao to four o'clock in the afternoon* Ibis limited amount of
time prohibits many rural adults from using the library* since they
oome to tomn only diring the morning hours or in the late afternoon*
Ihe library contains 600 books* predominantly fiction* many
of mhich mere donated by the members of the Junior Bound ISosen Club*
It ^es not possess any of the atandard reference tools such as
ency(Q.opedias* dictionaries* handbooks* et cetera for offering
reference service* and frequently must refhse requests for this
type of service* In addition* local history and information about
the County must be sou^t through other sources since the library
does not have the facilities for offering this type of service or
for extending its services to the entire County*
The library circulates betmeen 200 and 2^0 books per month*
The objective of the library is to encourage reading among adult
citizens of Lincoln County; homever* since the library books are
read pslmarily by the members of the Junior Bound Dozen Club*




Ihe Soil (k>n8erTatlon Service and the Agrieul1»iral Extension
Serrlce have coordinated their efforts to improTs roral living and
have stiaulated rural adults to become better informed on many of
their problems and needs* The Soil Conservation Service has as its
primar/ purpose preventing erosion and conserving the soil mbieh it
seeks to do through demonstrating effective methods^ and b/ dis*
seminating information relative to soil conservation* The publica¬
tions of this agene/ deal elth methods of using fertilizer^ conserving
the soil through crop rotation^ terracing for eater control^ and con¬
trolling crop pests* All of these i^ibUeations appear in leaflet
and pa^hlet form*
Agxloaltural Elxtenslon Service
The Agrieoltarsl Extec»ion Service has contributed to the
reading of rural adults in Lincoln County^ espeeialljr in the te(^nl-
cal field* Throu^ the press,^ radio^ public meetings^ and other
<duinnels of information^ it has made rural adults aeare of the
neeessitgr for reading* The publications available say be classi¬
fied as those dealing sith agricultural engineerii^, animal husbandry,
dairying, farm crops, farm management, foods and nutrition, 1»-H club
eork, home maxtagement and clothing, horticulture and landscaping,
and poultry raising* In addition, it supplies publications dealing
vith farm safety, aurketing, handicrafts, eonuminiiy program planning,
coEBBunity projects, and methods of oonductii^ a meeting* These publi¬
cations are distributed tbxx>agh farm and home d«Donstration agents
and through certain locations in each community ehere the materials
I6
are displayed* Among the latter are the general stores^ gas stations,
post offices, local sdiools and the bus depot* The publications of
the Agricultural Extension Senrioe appear in book, paB^)hlet, and
leaflet form*
SuBBaary
The publications of the profit agencies are aimed at those
adults eho prefer the general and popilar reading materials* Cheap
magaaines and ine^qpensiTs pocket book editions mnatitated the major
types of reading matter distributed*
The publications of the non-profit agencies are aimed at a
special group of adults mho have formed an appreciation for reading or
mho have specdalised needs and interests*
The investigation made of the reading resources in Idnooln
County revealed that factors of availability are pi-lmarily responsible
for diffez^nces in reading patterns of these rural adults* Since the
sources of reading natter influenced the type and amount of reading
done, it is easy to understand mhy some adilts read and mhy others
do not*
CHAPTER III
THE readuso interests and habits of . adults
RESIETNO IN THE RURAL AREAS OF
LINCOLN COUNT!, TENNESSEE
This chapter sill be concerned sith the description and
interpretation of the (^racteiriatics of the adults interTieeed
relative to their reading interests and habits. Cis description
sill include a general picture of the adultsi their practices
relative to reading nesspapers, aiagazines, and books; notion
picture attendance; television vlesing; radio listening; and leisure
time activities. In addition, reading interests and habits siU be
analysed in terms of age, sex, edhication, economic status, and race.
Description of the Sai^le
foliosing the method described in Chapter I, 129 inter-
vless sere obtained from the adults residing in the rural areas of
Lincoln County. Although llt$ homes sere visited only 129 interviess
sere obtained, sixteen interviess short of the anticipated total,
thirteen persons refused to be interviesed; of this number, 12
sere shite and one saa a Negro. Their refusals sere, in a large
measure, based upon the fear that the intervieser sas in som say
connected slth a labor strike in progress at the County seat at the
time the interviess sere sought. The foUosing reasons sere offered
by ten of those sho refused to be intervieseds three persom stated
that they sere too busy; tso stated that they sere cooking; one
referred the intervieser to someone else, because he could not be
of any help; four said that they did not sish to be bothered. In
17
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thrM oases* it «as evident tliat someone eas at home but no one
anseered the door* Some of the adults who refused to be intervleNed
were discourteous and* in some instances* this behavior seemed to
have been prompted hj tear since one woman kept the screen door
locked (tiring the Interview and another remained at a safe (Sistanoe
from the interviewer* However* the majority of the adults were
polite and invited the interviewer to enter their homes and be seated*
One respondent was too ill to be interviewed and* in two homes visited*
there were no adhilts present 21 years of age and above*
Kany of the adults interviewed* particularly those of a low
eoonomie level* had to be made to realise that su^ questions re»
garding their behavioral practices would be osefhl* Often it was
necessaxy to observe their surroundings for a particular interest
and discuss it with th«a until th^ were at ease or to select an
item on the interview sdiedule* su(d3 as religion* as a begimilng
point* When creations <»}nceming attendan(wi at motion pictures
were aske<i* many of the adults refused to answer any more questions
and stated that they were not the lype of persons who attended movies;
ihis was counteracted* in many cases* by (hanging the subject or by
stating that the interviewer (iid not attend B»tion pictures either*
liu(^ infonution regarding the economic status of the sample bad
to be obtained throu^ observation since many indicated that the
interviewer did not need to know the particular type of personal
information sought*
Ihe hoiMs* especially those of the tenant farmers* were
crowded* (ilrty* and poorly ventilated* There were very few books
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or Msgaaines in evldencM*
Economic Statua
Economic statua mas determined bgr annual income, home
ownership, and the number of modern conveniences suda as electric
lights, modem plumbing, telei^ones, modem electrical appliances,
automobiles, radios, television sets, and t^pe of heat. Four eco*
nomio levels were established arbitrarily as foUowst group A, an
animal income of 5,000 dollars or more with all of the mo^m con-
veniencesi group B, an atmoal income of 2,(X)0 dollars with seven
or more of the modem conveniences^ group C, an annual income of
1,000 dollars with five of the modem conveniences; group D, an
annual income of leas than 1,000 dollars with at least three of
the modem conveniences.
Ihe majority of the adults were receiving an annual income
whidi ranged from less than 1,0(X) to 1,000 dollars, and had at
least three of the modem conveniences sudi as electric lights,
an automobile, and a radio* Only one per cent of the adults fell in
economio group A, mhidi represented the hipest economic group. Nine,
or seven per cent, were in economic group B, hi or 36 per cent in
eoonomie group C; and 12 or $6 per cent in econoaie group 0, which
represented tile lowest economic group (see fSable U)*
Racial CompositUn
In order to detmrmine whether or not reading practices
differed according to race, racial identity was checked on the
interview sdiedule* Eight^five, representing 66 per cent of the
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TABLE it
DTSTRIHJTIOH OP SAMPLE BT ECONOMIC GROUP
Economic Group Number in Sas^le Per cent
Group A 1 1
Group B 9 7
Group C U7 36
Group D 72 $6
Total 129 100
0aii^l« «ere Negroes and ltit» representing 3it per cent* sere ehltes*
Religion
It «aa expected that r^gious beliefs or affiliations
would have some influenoe upon the typ4 of reading matter pre-
i
ferred and the t^s of activities in «hi<& the adults engaged}
therefore^ religious affiliation was provided for on the interview
sidiedule. Ihe majority of the adultsi^ with the exception of five»
\ .
were affiliated with some religious group* Fifty^ne or lt2 per
cent were Methodists^ 30 or 2it per cent belonged to the Churdi of
Christ, 27 or 21 per cent were Baptists, 1% or 12 per cent were
Presbyterians, and one person was affiliated with the Church of God*
Occupations
Occupations are determined in part by an individual's sex
and in part by the amount of education he has completed* Ocoipations
on the other hand, ctetermine the associates, the amount of time avail¬
able for reading and other recreational activities* The following
21
occupational groups vera astablished on tho interrlew schedulet
domestic, farmer, housewife, laborer, special trade, teacher and
unclassified, ffousewires accounted for U2 per cent of the sample}
farmers, 35 per cent; laborers, eight per cent, teachers, fire per
cent} unclassified seven per cent} and special trade, one per cent.
Unclassified included those with no occupation, those doing odd Jobs,
those retired and living on pensions, and those unable to work (see
Table 5)*
TABLE 5
DISISIBUTION OP SAMPLE BT OCCUPATIOH










One of the most Important factors relative to reading patterns
has been the educational level of the individual. For this reason,
sevwi educational levels were set up on the interview schedule as
foUowst none, seme grammar school, grammer school graduate, stsae
high school, high school graduate, some college, and college graduate.
The educational level was rather low since five had no formal education
22
and hS per cent of those interviewed had gone no further than
graamar school. Kinety-six of the 129 adults had less tean a
high school education; 18 had aoioe high school training; and five
were high school graduates (see Table 6). Ihe adults without an/
foraal education accounted for the fact bf explaining that when
the/ were children schools wore not accessible to Uim.
T&BLB 6
DISlEIBaTrOH OF SAMPLE BY EDUGATIOS
Education | tale Per cent Fmale Per cent Total Per e«it
Hone • • • 5 8 5 h
Sons Qramwar
School 18 28 15 2U 33 26
OraBonar School
Qraduate 33 50 25 39 58 16
Sows Ki|^
School 8 12 10 15 18 lU
High School
Gbroduate 3 5 2 3 5 b
Sobs College • • • U 6 U 3
College
Oradoate 3 5 3 5 6 U
Total 65 100 6U 100 129 100
The preceding data reveal^ therefore, that the Mjori^ of
the adults residing in Lincoln Count/, Tennessee occupied a low
econoBie and educational status.
23
Ag9_-
Groups which differ In age hare narked differences in reading
practices* Ihree age groups were established on the interriev schedulei
21 - 29* 30 • kS and over* The distribution of the sample by age
is shown in Table 7*
TABLB 7
DTSTRIBUnON OF SAMPLE Bf AGE
Age (brougp Humber in Sample Par cent
0\MI 11 8
30 - Ui 59 U6
li5 end owe 59 h6
Total 129 100
The two largest groiQ>s of adults, botii numbering $9, fell
between the ages 30 to bU, and kS and over* Hie smallest number of
adults 11^ were between the ages of 21 and 29 years*
Pse of the Printed Media of CoaBnmication
Hewspapers
The adults were asked questions which sou^t to discover the
frequency of their newspaper reading, the sections of the newspaper
they enjoyed most, and the sources from which they obtained their
newspapers* The members of the sample were then classified into
regular, occasional, seldom, or non-readers of the newspaper*
It was found that 55 or U3 per cent of the sample read the
newspaper regolarlj} 3U or 26 per cent read newspapers oceasionallj}
18 or 2U per cent read seldom} and 22 or 17 per cent were non-readers.
Newspaper reading by age,—When newspaper readers were con¬
sidered by age, it was found that the largest number of adults who
read the newspaper regularly were in the U5 and over age group, the
next largest iu the 30 - Uh ege group. The 21 - 29 age group held
the largest percentage of seldom readers (see Table 6), Both the
21-29 and 30 - UU ege groups held the largest percentage of non-
readers.
TABLS 8






Regularly 0cea8i<mally SeldM Never
i Perc nt Number Perc nt Number Perc nt Nxunber Perc nt
21 * 29 11 3 27 2 19 3 27 3 27
30 - UU 59 19 32 18 31 6 10 L6 27
U5 and ovnr 59 33 56 lU 2U 9 15 3 5
Total IS9 55 U3 3U ^6 18 EL 17
Newspaper reading by sex,—In terms of sex, very little
difference was found in the frequency of newspaper reading. TWenty-
ei^t men and 2? women were regular readers, 18 men and 16 w(»sen
were occasional readers, nine men and nine women read seldom, and
ten men and 12 women were non-readers (see Table 9)«
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TABLE 9
NEWSPAPER READING BT SEX
Sex
Readers
in Regularly Occasionally v%ldom Never
Sample '
1
& Perc nt Number
1





















Total 129 55 U3 5U 26 18 lU 22 17
Newspaper reading according to educational statusHews*
paper reading increased in most cases with 'Uie rise of the educational
lerel, especially a«ong the regular readers. The highest percentage
of regular readers were college graduates with high school gpraduates
ranking next, and those with some college training ranking third.
OrajKiar school graduates accounted for the highest percentage of
occasional readers, and those with some grammar school education
accounted for the highest percentage of seldom readers. The highest
percentage of non-readers were those with some high school education
(see TahLe 10),
Newspaper reading according to econgaic status.—In terms of
econ(»ie status, it was found that the higher the economic level,
the more reading done. Economic groups A and B were eot^sed entirely
of regular readers. Twenty-seven or 38 per cent of group D were
occasional readers, and 25 or 53 per cent of group C were regular
26
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Regularly Occasionally Seldom Never
O vAvu8






£ Number Perc nt
None 5 • « • » # • • • » • me • • • 5 100
Some {^amnar
School 33 8 2U 10 30 10 30 5 16
Grammar School
Graduate 58 25 U3 20 35 8 11* 5 68
Some Hi^




5 it 80 1 20
U 3 75 1 25 • • # • • • • ••
College
Graduate 6 5 63 1 17 • •• • • # • • •
Total 129 55 U3 3U 26 18 11* 22 17
readers* Ihe largest percentage of noa>>i*eaders, 28, were In economic
group C (see Table 11)*
Newspaper reading by race*—It was found that 31, representing
36 per cent of the Negroes, read regularlyi 23, representing 2? per
emt, read occasionally; 17, reprrsenting 20 per cent, read seldom;
and lU, representing 17 per cent, were non-reaners* Twenty-four,
representing 55 per cent, of the whites, read regularly, 11,
27
TABLE 11






Regiilarly Occas: .onally Se].dom Neilrer
Sample
Number Perc nt Number Perc nt Number Perc nt 1 Perc nt
Economic
Oroup A 1 1 100 • •9 • •• • e • 999 • ••
Economic
Group B 9 9 100 • # » • 99 • 9 9 • • • 999 9 99
Economic
Group C U7 25 53 7 tk 2 5 13 28
Economic
Group D 72 20 28 27 38 16 22 9
1
12
Total 129 55 U3 3U 26 18 lU 22 17
representing 25 per cent, read occasionally} one, representing two
per cent, read seldom; and eight, representing 18 per cent were non*
readers* The largest percentage of regular readers were white; the
largest percentage of the "occasional", and "seldom" readers were
Negroes; and the largest percentage of the non-readers were idiites
(see Table 12)*
Sections of the newspapers enjoyed most*—From the analysis
of the responses to the question, "What section of the newspaper do
you enjoy most?" it was discovered that U9, or U6 per cent, of toe
adults enjoyed local news. Of this number 21, or 38 per cent, were
men and 28, or 5U per cent, were women*
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TABLE 12
NEWSPAPER READING BI RACK
Number Readers
Race in
Sample Regularly Occasionally Seldom Never
4* I. »4
z de z s 1 0m 1 fi•
$ o 9 o 1 o s oSB &es (4 as h PB
Pu. £ fU
Negro 85 31 36 23 27 17 20 lU 17
White hk CM 55 11 25 1 2 8 18
Total 129 55 U3 3U 26 18 lU 22 17
International news ranked next with 18, or 17 per cent of the
adults. Ten or nine per cent of Uie readers designated that they read
"other nevs”. These adults read only the vant ads, tfean Bruce and
Dorothy Dix, lovelorn coluonists, obituaries, advertisenents, and
auction announcenents. Religious, sprarts, and editorial sections
vere enjoyed least the adults in the sample (see Table 13).
Sources of newspapers .—An investigation of the source of the
newspapers revealed that 66, or 62 per cent of the sample, subscribed
to newspapers; lU, or 11 per cent, obtained their newspapers from
friends; 11, or 10 per cent, f^m the drug store; 11, or 10 per cent,
from the grocery store; and five, or five per cent, fr<»i the newsstand.
Summary of newspaper reading.—Analysis of newspaper reading
revealed that (1) age seemed to be an influencing factor since 56
per cent of the Interviewees U5 and over read the newspaper regularly;
29
TABLE 13
SECTIONS OF THE NEWSPAPERS ENJOYED MOST
Section Males Females Total
fumber Per cent Ntuaber Per cent Number Per ceni*
Local News 21 38 28 5U U9 U6
Farm News 8 lU • •• • • • 8 7
International
News T 13 11 21 18 17
Comics 5 9 7 13 12 11
Sport 6 11 • •d • # • 6 6
Editorials 1 2 1 2 2 2
Religion 1 2 1 2 2 2
Other News 6 11 U 8 10 9
Total 55 100 52 100 107 100
(2) sex seemed not to have been an influencing factor since both men
and W(»aen read newspapers regularI7 in equal proportitms; (3) educational
status was ii^rtant since all those with an high school education and
abore read newspapers regularly} (U) higher economic status had a
positire relationship and probably correlated with education;
i
and ($) 19 per cent more whites than Negroes were regular readers
due to such factors as education, and economic status (see Table lU)*
Magasines
In order to secure some indication of the practices of the
sample in regard to magazine reading, the adults were asked whether














































































































































addition, they were questioned regarding the type of article or
story which tiiey enjoyed most, the names of the nagaslnes which
they read regularly, and tiie sources frc» which they obtained ^eir
magazines.
It was found that 28, or 22 per cent, of the sample read
magazines regularly; UO, or 31 per cent, read magazines occasionally;
31, or 2U per cent read seldom; and 30, or 23 per cent, were non¬
readers.
Magazine reading by age.-«¥hen magazine reading was considered
by age, it was discovered that the largest percentage of regular readers
were in the 21 - 29 age group, with four adults, representing 36 per
cent of iii9 sa^le; for occasional readers, ^e largest number, 19,
representing 32 per cent, were in tee h$ and over age group; for
seldom readers of the magazine, the largest percentage of adults
were in the 21 - 29 age group with four adults, representing 36
per cent; and the largest percentage of non-readers were in the 30 -
UU ege group with 18 adults, representing 31 per cent of tee san^e,
Ihere were no non-readers in tee 21 - 29 age group (see Table 15),
Magazine reading by sex,—In terzis of sex, it was found teat
10, or 15 per cent of the men were regular readers; 23, or 35 per
cent were occasional readers; 16, or 25 per c«at, were 8eld(»i readers;
and 16, or 25 per cent, were non-readers. Eighteen, or 28 per cent
of the women, were regular readers; 17, or 27 per cent, were occasional
readers; 15, or 23 per cent, were seldom readers; and lU, or 23 per
cent, were non-readers. Further analysis of Table 16 revealed that









Regularly Occasionally Seldcmi Nerer
Number Perc nt Number Perc nt 1 Perc nt Number Perc nt
a - 29 11 u 36 3 28 u 36 • # • • • •
30 - UU 59 13 22 18 31 10 16 18 31
U5 - 59 U 19 19 32 17 29 12 20
Total 129 |28 22 Uo 31 31 214 30 23
and seldom. There were more non«>readers among the men than among the
women (see Table 16).
TABI5 16






“egularly Occasionally Seldom Newer





















Total 129 28 22 UO 31 31 2U 30 23
33
Magaglne reading according to educational status,->«When
magaslne readers were considered by education. It vas found tiiat
1 I ■
reading increased with education, Ihe largest percentage of regular
readers were high school graduates with two, representing UO per cent,
and college graduates ranking next with two representing 33 per cent,
ihe largest percmtage of occasicnal readers were college graduates
with three, representing 50 per cent, and high school graduates ranking
next with two, representing UO per cent. Those adults with some
college education composed the largest percentage of seldon readers
with three, representing 75 per cent, and those with some grammar
school ranked next with 11, representing 5U per cent. Those adults
with no formal education held the highest percentage for non-readers
since none Indicated that the/ ever read magazines.
Magazine reading according to econCTwlc status,—Considering
magazine reading by econcmic status, it was discovered that those
adults in econcmtie group A held the highest percentage of regular
readers! those in economic group D, the highest percentage of occasional
readers! those in economic group S also accounted for the highest per*
eentage of seldom readers! those in econ(»iiic group C, accounted for
the hipest percentage of non<-readers. In man/ cases as the standard
of living increased, reading also Increased (see TaUe 18),
Magazine reading ty race,—Analyzing magazine reading race,
it was found that 19 or 22 per cent of the Hegroes read regularly, 29
or 3U per cent read occasionally, 25 or 29 per cent read seldom, and
12 or lU per cent were non-readers. Hlne or 20 per cent of the whites
were regular readers, 11 or 2$ per cent read occasionally, six or lU
3U
TABLE 17







Regularly Occasionally Seldom Nevwr
Number Perc nt Number perc nt Number Perc nt 1as Perc nt
None $ • • • • • • « e « 5 100
Some (Grammar
Sdiool 33 5 15 9 27 11 3U 8 2U
Grassnar School




5 28 7 39 1 6 5
High School
Graduate 5 2 Uo 2 UO 1 20
Sons College U 1 25 3 75 -•• • • ••
College
17(Graduate 6 2 33 3 50 • • • • 1
Total 129 28 22 UO 31 31 2U 30 23
per bent read eeldoa, and 18 or Ul per cent were non-readera*
Preferences»—In response to the question "What type of
■agazine article or stoiy do jovl like best?* articles on faming,
lore stories, and articles on honemaking were the najor types of
stories and articles eentioned. ^e nen {oreferred articles on
ikming and the wonen preferred lore stories (see Table 20).
TABLE 18




















Group A 1 1 100 • • ♦ • • • • • # • • • • • • • ••
EconoBde
Qroiq> B 9 k US 3 33 2 22 • • • • m •
ETOn(»de
Group C U7 7 15 11 23 6 13 23 U9
Economle
Group D 72 16 22 26 36 23 32 7 10
Total 129 28 22 UO 31 31 2U 30 23
TABLE 19






Regularly Occasionally Seldom Never

























Total 129 28 22 UO 31 31 2U 30 23
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TABLE 20
TTPES OF MAGAZINE ARTICLES AND STORIES
PREFHIEED BI THE ADULTS
Type
Male Female Total
Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Love Story • • • 17 3U 17 17
Homemaking • e • • • • 15 30 15 16
Sports 7 lU 1 2 8 8
Religiesi 6 12 8 16 lb lb
Farm 22 3 6 25 25
Travel 1 2 • •'« • • • 1 1
Polities 1 2 1 2 2 2
Detective e • » 3 6 3 3
Science 2 h » • « • • • 2 2
Current News 10 n 2 b 12 12
Total U9 100 50 100 99 100
The Adults who were regular readers of sagasines were asked
to list the nagaslnes which they read regularly, Twenty-eii^t adults
Indicated that they iread regularly 21 different magazines. Readers
Digest^ True Confession, and Life were the major magazines read
regularly (see Table 21^ These magazines require the least amount
of time and effort to read, and have in a large measure represented
the quality of magazines read by the adults in Lincoln County.
Sources of magazines.~Subacription was the main source used
by the adults to obtain their magazines; nearly all of the regular
- . V
readers of magazines obtained their magazines by subscription. The
drug stores, friends, grocery stores, five-and-ten cent stores, and
churdies were other sotirces used \jf the adults to obtain ziagaaines.
Summary of magazine reading.»~As indicated in Table 22, in
magazine reading (1) age was an lBq>ortant factor since all of the
37
TABLE 21
TITLES OF MAGAZINES READ REGULABLT
AND NUM£SR OF READERS
Titl* Nomber
Readers Digest •••••••. i2
True Confession i,....•••••••«• 11
Life 10
Fam and Ranch 5
Conie Books * ••••••••• 5
Better Fandng U
Watch Tower ••••••••.• •• 3
ProgresslTS Faraer 3
Sports •••• 2
Saturday Evening Post 1
Popular Science •••• •••••••••• 1
McCalls 1
Ladies Hose Journal ••••••••••••• 1
Good Housekeeping •••••••••••••• 1
Farm Life 1
Look ••• 1
Ebony ••• ••••• 1
Modem Ranance 1
H. B. A. Journal 1
En^ish JounuCL 1
adults in the 21 •> 29 age group were aagasine readers and accounted
for 36 per cent of the regular readers} (2) sex was a factor since the
wcssen read aore than the aen, and accounted for 28 per cent of the
regular readers; (3) educational status was laportuat since reading
seemed to increase with the rise in the educational level; (U)
eoon(»aie status had a major influence on magasine reading since
all of the adults in economic groiq> A were regular magasine readers;
and (5) regular magasine reading ammg both races was almost in equal
proportion; however, ti» Negroes in the sample accounted for ttM









































































































































The present study was designed to reveal the reading practices
of adults in regard to books as veil as newspapers and nagazlnes. The
Interview schedule was designed to reveal practices relative to book
use In terms of sex, age, economic status, education, and race. In
addition, an att^pt was made to discover the sources of books, the
titles of books read recently, and reasons for reading books.
A very small percentage of the sample read books. Some of
the adults were apologetic and gave various reasons for not reading
books, others made it known that they did not read books and did not
plan to read then in the future. Som of the reasons given for not
reading any books veret poor eye slg^t, lack of tine. Inability to buy
then, not enou^ education, library too far tr<m hone, and a general
dislike for reading. Some stated that they read only The Bible.
Of the 129 adults Intei^eved, 68 or 53 per cent read books]
13 representing 10 per cent were regular readers, 28 representing 22
per cent were occasional readers, 2? representing 21 per cent were
seldom readers, and 61, representing U? per cent were non-readers.
Book reading by age,—By age group, the largest percentage
of regular readers were between the ages 21 - 29] of occasional
readers, the 21 - 29 age group also] and of seldom readers^ th» hS
and over age group. The largest percentage of non-readers were in
the 30 - iiU age group (see Table 23).
Book reading by sex.-nOf the 65 males interviewed, four or
six per cent read books regularly, 10 or 15 per cent read occasionally,
13 or 20 per cent seldom read, and 38 or 59 per cent were non-readers.
1*0
TABLE 23







Regularly Occasionally Seldom Never
Number Perc nt Number Perc nt Number Perc nt Number Perc nt
21-29 11 3 27 5 1*5 2 18 1 10
30-1*1* 59 3 5 12 20 9 15 35 60
1*5- 59 7 12 11 19 16 27 25 U
Total 129 13 10 . 28 22 27 21 61 1*7
Of the 61* females, nine or 11* per cent read regularly, 18 or 28 per
cent read occasionally, U* or 22 per cent read seldom and 23 or 36
per cent eere non-readers* The eomen accounted for the largest per¬
centage of regular readers and the men for the non-readers (see Table
21*)*
Book reading according to educational status*—When data
regarding book reading sere analyzed according to the amount of
schooling, they disclosed that the largest percentage of regular
readers, 20 per cent, mere grasDoar school gradaates| of occasional
readers, the largest percentage 100 per cent, had some college
training; and the largest percentage of seldom readers, 36 per cent,
had some high school education* Cie largest percentage of non¬
readers, 100 per cent, sere those adults eltb no formal education*
The next hipest percentage ofnon-readers, 60 per cent,mere high
sdiool graduates* Table 2$ seems to indicate that all of the adults
TiBLS 2h
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Tbtal 129 13 10 28 22 27 n 61 li7
XABLB 2$











sc Perc nt Number Perc nt
1' ■ Number [percent
None 5 »«• • • # • • • • •• 5 1C30
Some Qramaar




58 6 10 15 26 11 19 26 li5
Some High
School 18 3 17 li 22 2 11 9 50
Hi^ Sdiool
Graduate 5 1 20 1 20 « •« 3 60
Some College li • h 100 • •• • • • *•9
College Graduate 6 1 17 1 17 2 33 2 33
Tbtal 129 13 10 23 22 27 21 61 Ii7
U2
with some college eduoatloQ were book readers* but read books oecaslonsU/*
College graduates were almost equally distributed with the majority
reading seldom or never* Ihe reason given for their lade of reading
was that th^ did not have the time* With the exception of the adults
with no formal education* those adults with some high sdiool education
and hl^ school graduates accounted for the higt^est percentage of non*
readers*
Book reading according to economic status»**-When book reading
by econoffiie status was considered* it was found that the largest
percentage of regular readers fell In eootK>mio group B] of occasional '
readers* in economic group B* which represented the lowest eoonomio
level) of seldom readers* In economic group A* whidi represented the
highest economic level* Economic group C accounted for the highest
percentage of non-readers* As the economic status increased* book
reading also increased (see Table 26}*
Book reading by raoe*->-J[n terms of race* it was found that
Hegroes composed the largest pez^entage of regular readers* occasional
readers* and seldom readers* The whites composed the largest per«
centage of non-readers (see Table 27)*
Preferences -—The (^estion regarding the type of book liked
best by the adilts drew interesting responses* Books on farming
and religion were named most frequently by the men; and books on
religion and hom^maklng were named moat frequently by the woawn
(see Table 28). *^ther8” in Table 28 includes books on sex*
marriage* income tax* mechanics* and hobbies* The book on inooM
tax was listed by one adult as the only type of book ever read*
1*3
TABLE 26







Regularly Oocaalonally Seldom Never

















Group A 1 1 100
Economio
Group B 9 u 1*5 3 33 2 22 • ••
Economle
Group C 1*7 1 2 6 13 2 8 36 77
Economic
Group D 72 8 11 19 26 20 28 25 35
Total 129 13 10 28 22 27 21 61 hi
TABLE 27






Regularly Oocaslonally Seldom Never














Negro 85 12 15 23 27 25 29 25 29
Nhite hh^ 1 2 5 11 2 5 36 82
Total 129 13 10 28 22 27 21 61 hi
TAHJS 28
TTPES OF BOOKS HtEFEBRED BI IHE ADULTS
Type Mal<!S Fema! .es Toi^1
Humber Per cent Number Per cent Nuniber Per cent
Rumor h 13 3 7 7 10
Mystery • •• • **• 1 3 1 2
Faming 10 37 • •• 10 16
Religion 7 26 1$ 37 22 30
Homemaking 11 26 11 16
Sports 3 11 3 5
Romance 6 15 6 9
Science 3 11 3 U
Others • • • 12 5 8
Total 27 100 la 100 68 100
Sie adults Here asked if they enjoyed reading books^ and ehy
they read them. All of the book readers stated that they enjoyed
reading books and gave various reasons for reading them. Some of the
reasons given mere as foUomst personal improvement, recreation, help
in getting along mith people, to iaqprove farming, to accomplish more
in life, to achieve a successful marriage, inspiration, and to adiieve
success in personal endeavors. From this list of reasons, me see that
the adults manted to read on problaaa mhidi faced them, on in^roving
their personal melfare, and about horn to accomplish more in their mozk*
An effort mas made to find out the titles of books read
recently by the adults. Of the 68 book readers, 1^ had read a book
recently* The titles of the books and the number of readers mere
The Bible mith ten readers. The Greatest Story Ever Told by Fulton
Oursler, The Caine Mutiny by Herman Wouk, Peace and Pomer Within by
Willard Russell, Hot as a Strange^ by Iforton Thompson, and Manners in
Business by Elizabeth Kao Gibbon with one reactor each*
Sources of books*—An investigation of the sourees of books
ehidi the aciults read retvealed that 2U or 26 per cent obtained their
books from friends, 18 or 27 per cent from the,drug store, 13 or 19
per cent from the publisberf, six or nine per cent trom the publlo
library, and three or four per oent from the grocery store* These
sources reveal the extent to ehidi the various agencies of cilstri**
V
bution of reading matter have met the needs of the adults in Lincoln
County*
Summary of book readlng>^The analysis of book reading as
indicated in Table 29$ revealed that (l) 90 per cent of the inter-
vieeees in the 21 • 29 age group read books, and accounted for the
highest percentage of regvCLar book readers! (2) sex mas a factor
since the momen read books more regularly than the meni (3) educa¬
tional status mas iiqportant since regular book reading Increased
mith the rise in the educational level| (U) the actolts in economio
group A mere 100 per cent occasional readers! homever, economie
group B accounted for per cent of the regular book readers!
(5) 13 per cent more Negroes than mhites mere regular book readers*
Use of the Noi>.Prlnted Media of Communication
Included in the study of the reading interests and habits
of adults residing in the rural areas of Lincoln County, Tennessee,
mas an attempt to asoertain their interests and habits relative to
other types of communication media sudi as radio, television, motion
pictures, et cetera, and to compare the proportion of reading <tene
by the adults mith their use of these other media* The use of the
TABLS Z9
PESCENTATS 07 SAMPLE USIHO BXKS BT AOE, SEX,
lOUCAnONAL STATUS, ECONOMIC STATUS AND RACE
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Ntvor 10 60 U33 59 36 100 Ii9 li5 50 60 33 • •• 77 35 29 82
Soldm 16 15 "1 20 22 fpf 36 19 U 33 22 8 28 29 5
OoeationalXy lt5 20 19 15 28 • • • 9 26 22 20 100 17 100 33 13 26 27 u
Rogularl/ 27 5 12 6 111 • • • 6 10 17 20 17 1 1)5 2 11 15 2
Total 90 30 58 111 6U I 100 51 55 50 UO 100 67 100 LOO 53 65 71 18
1*7
non-printed media of communication vae analysed in terms of age«
eeZf educational status, economic status and race*
Eadlo
In order to secure some indication of the practices of the
san^le in regard to radio listening, the adults mere asked mbether
they listened to the radio regularly, occasionally, seldom, or never*
In sddition, they mere questioned regarding the type of radio program
mbidu they enjoyed most*
Ninety-tmo per cent of the adults interviemed mere regular
listeners to the radio, 23 or 18 per cent mere occasional listeners,
11 or nine per cent mere seldom listeners, and three or tso per cent
mere non-listeners* The three non-listeners mere mltbout radios*
Badio listening by age,—In terms of age, the largest per¬
centage of regular listeners mere in the 1*5 and over age group, mitb
the 30 • 1*1* age group ranking next* The 21 » 2? age group held the
largest percentage of occasional, seldom, and non-listeners of the
radio (see Table 30)*
Radio listening by sex*—When radio listening mas considered
by sex, it mas found that the men ooi^)osed the largest number of
regular listeners, the momen mere occasional listeners, and the
seld>m listeners among both sexes mere approximately the same (see
Table 31)*
Radio listening according to cducdional status*—In analysing
radio listening according to educational stttusy^it mas discovered
that those adilts mithout an education held the largest percentage for
lAELE 30
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21-29 11 1 6 3 27 1* 1*0 3 27
30-1*1* 59 la 57 11 23 7 15 • ••
1*5- 59 50 85 9 15
Total 129 92 71 23 18 11 9 3 2
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Tbtai 129 92 71 23 i8 11 9 3 2
regular radle listeners (see Table 32}« Blgh sdiool graduates held
the hipest percentage for occasional listeners, and those adults
sith some college training held the highest percentage for seldom
listeners. College graduates mere seldom and noD«llsteners of the
radio. Zt is significant to note that radio listening increased as
k9
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Bone 5 5 100 • •• • •• • ••
Some Qrammax
School 33 29 82 3 13 1 5 • ••
Grammar
School
Graduate 58 51 88 5 8 2 U • ••
Some High
School 18 6 30 12 70 • •• • ••
Hi|^ Sdiool
Graduate 5 1 20 U 80 • •• • ••
Some College it 3 75 1 25
College
Graduate 6 • • • • • • • •• ««« 3 50 3 50
Total 129 92 71 23 18 11 9 3 2
tbs educational level decreased.
Radio listening according to economic status.—-Considering
radio listening by economlo status^ it eas found that economlo group
D held the largest percentage of regular listeners} those In eooiK>iale
group A, the largest percentage of occasional listeners) those in
economic group the largest percentage of seldom listeners) and















Perc nt Number Perc nt Number Perc nt
Group A 1 • •• • • • 1 100 m • • • •• • ••
Group B 9 k li5 5 55 • ••
Group C Ul 2l| 51. 15 zr 6 13 2 9
Group D 72 68 57 3 23 1 20
■^tal 129 ^2 71 23
'
18 11 9 3
Radio listening by Hegroea in the sample composed
the largest percentage of regular radio listeners* The whites coio-
posed the largest number of occasional and seldom listeners (see
Table 3ii)*
Type of program en.ioyed most*—Sie adhilts sere questioned
about the type of radio program shidi they enjoyed most* The sen
preferred local ness, world newsj and sports programs* The women
preferred world news, local news* day-tlffie serials, and religious
programs* All other types of pro^ams were nearly equally dintri-
buted having 19 listeners (see Table 35)*
Suamanr of radio li8tenipg,«-»lt is significant to note that;
the radio readied s large portion of adults who were not reached by
books, magsalnes, and newspapers* (1) Regular radio listening by
both men and women was almost the same} ( 2) those adults and
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Total 129 92 71 23 IB 11 9 5 2
TABLE 35




Ma] .es Fentales To tal
Humber Per cent Nuidoer Per cent Number Per cent
World News 19 29 17 27 36 27
Local Hei«s 25 41 11 18 37 30
Ifystery
Day-Time
3 4 2 3 5 4
Serials • •• • • e» 12 19 12 10
Drama 1 2 2 3 3 2
Ibisie • ♦ • 3 5 3 2
Sports 12 19 1 2 13 10
Religious • •• ••• 9 15^ 9 8
Detectiye 2 3 2 2
Quis 2 3 2 2
Farm 2 3 • •• 2 2
Western 1 2 1 2 2 1
Tbtal 64 100 62 100 126 100
oyer composed the largest percentage of regular radio Ustenersy for
regular radio listening ln(nreased eith age| (3) radio listening
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Inoreased as the eduoatloaal leTel decreased, and the same sas
found to be true shen analyzing radio listening according to eoo*
nomio status; (U) the Negroes held the highest percentages for
regular and nonolisteners, and the shites held the highest per¬
centages for occasional and seldom listeners of the radio (see
Table 36).
Television
Due to the groslng poimlarity of television among the
rural adults, it sas felt that an ezamiDation of the visaing habits
and program preferences mould shorn signifloant results* Seventy-
six of the adults visaed television programs either on their osn
sets or those of their neighbors* Twenty-eight or 22 per cent sere
regular viesers, 17 or 18 per cent sere occasional vlesers, and 31
or 26 per cent sere seldom viesers* Moreover, 53 or 3U per cent
sere no»-vlesers of television*
Television viesing by age.—In terms of age, (see Table 37)
the hipest percentage of regular and occasional viesers sere in
the 21- 29 age group* The highest percentage of seldom viesers
sere in the 30 •> Ut age group* The highest percentage of non-
viesers sere in the lt5 and over age group* '
Television viealng by sex*—Considering television visaing
by sex, it sas disoovered that regular viesers for both sexes sere
almost the same* Hosever, the men held the highest percentage for
noD-viesers of teleiasion (see Table 38}*
Television viesing aecoi’ding to educational 8tatus*-rRegular
TABUS 36
mCENTAOS OP SAMPLE USIBO THIS RADIO BI AOS, SET,
EDUCATIONAL STATUS, ECONOMIC STATUS AND RACE





















































I*T«r 27 2 3 50 • •• ••• 9 20 U 2
SvldCMI UO 15 9 8 5 U 00 0 60 25 SO 000 55. 13 6 17
OoMtiooftllp 27 23 15 lU 22 13 8 70 0 0^ 75 000 100 U5 27 23 9 33
R«SaX«rlx 6 57 85 75 67 100 82 88 30 20 000 • •4 • •• 51 57 61 U8
Total 73 100 100 98 97 100 100 100 100 100 100 50 100 100 91 80 96 98
TABLE 37






Regularly Occasionally Seldom Never
u
m
Perc nt Number Perc nt Number Percent Number Perc nt
21-29 11 9 70 2 30 • • «
30 -» 1*U 59 12 21 8 13 23 38 16 28
U5- 59 7 9 7 9 8. 10 37 72
Total 129 28 22 17 18 11 26 51 3U
TABLE 38






Regu].arly Occasionally Seldom Never





















Total 129 28 22 17 18 31 26 53 3li
and occasional tolevlsion Tiewlng Increased aitli the rise In the
educational leyel. Those adults eith some college training were 100
per cent regular vieesrs* The five adults mho had no formal education
accounted for the highest percentage of non^vieeers (see Table 39)*
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TABLE 39




in Amount of Time
Sample Begu],arly Occasionally Seld om Nev,er













Nona 5 • •• • •• 5 100
Some GramiBar
Sdiool 33 1 2 lU ii7 18 51
Qranusar School
Graduate 58 6 10 8 12 16 28 28 50
Some High
Sdiool 18 n 61 5 28 • •• 2 11
High Sdiool
Graduate 5 2 ItO 2 iiO 1 20 • ••
Some College h U 100 • • m • * • • •• • ••
College
Graduate 6 5 83 1 17 • •• • ••
Total 129 28 22 17 18 31 26 53 3U
TelevlsloB viewing according to eeonomle «t«tu8«-»In teram
of eooQoiBle status as shosn in Table itO, it sas found that as tbs
eoonoaio level increased, regular television viesing also increased.
Economie group A held tbs largest percentage of regular vieiiors,
and econoade group B held the largest percentage of occasional viesers.
Economic group D accounted for the largest percentage of both seldom
and non>vie«ers of televlaion.
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TABLE UO
TELEVISIOH VIEffIKG ACOORIUNO TO ECONOMIC STAIUS
Economie
Status



























GTOup A 1 1 100 • •• • ••
Group B 9 7 78 1 11 1 n • ••
Group C U7 20 U3 6 13 • • • 21 hit
Group D 72 > •• 10 lii 30 U2 32 hh
Total
,iL 22 17 18 31 26 53 3h
Tcle^alon viewing aooordlng to raog»«—4Bhen television vieeing
eas analyzed according to race, it eas found that the Negroes in the
sai^le accounted for the hipest percent^es of regular and non*
viewers* Ibe whites accounted for the hipest percentages of occa*
sional and seldooi visNera (see Table lil)*
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Total 129 92 71 23 18 11 9 3 2
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Type of television program en.1oyed type of pro¬
gram enjoyed most by the adilt is ehoen in Table kZm Sports, drama¬
tics, and religious programs eere the types enjoyed most by the
adults interviewed. The men enjoyed sports programs more than any
other type of program with religious programs ranking next. The
women preferred dramatio programs. The large number of no preferences
may be escplained by the fact that these persons did not own television
sets} they viewed on their neighbors^ sets and enjoyed any program
whidi happened to have been on at the time.
TABLE hZ
PREFERENCES IN REGARD TO TELEVTSIOH PROGRAMS
T^rpe
of Ma;Les Fe!males Total
Program Number Per cent Number Per cent Number fer cent
Dramatio 2 7 11 25 13 17
Bomantle 1 3 6 13 7 9
Detective h 13 3 7 7 9
Musical 1 3 2 U 3 U
Homesaking • •• • •• 3 7 3 1*
Sports Ih 1*5 3 7 17 22
Mystery 1 3 • •• 1 1
Religious 5 16 5 11 10 13
Give Away Quis • •• 2 1* 2 3
Western 1 3 1 2 2 3
No Preference 2 7 9 20 U 15
Total 31 100 1*5 100 76 100
Summary of television viewing.—(1) The 21-29 age group was
composed of regular and occasional viewers. Television viewing seemed
to lessen with the decline in age} (2) regular viewers for both men
and women were approximately the same} however, the men accounted for
the highest percentage of non-vlewers} (3) sex was a strong factor
in the type of television program enjoyed most. The men were largely
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sports fans and tbs soaen prsferred draaatie programs | (U) regular
and occasional television viewing increased with tbe rise in the
educational and eoonoaie level} (5) considering television racially,
it was found that the Negroes accounted for the highest percentage
of regular and noi»-viesers, vbereas the whites accounted for the
hipest percentage of occasional and seldom viewers (see Table ii3)«
Notion Pictures
Many of the adults interviewed were not aovie gosrs» either
because of religious beliefs or because anvies were not accessible
to them* When asked whether they attended novies, many of the
adults replied that they were not the type of person to go to a
movie, and seemed insulted by the interviewer asking sudi a question*
Four, representing five per cent attended movies regularly,
17, representing 13 per oent attended oocasionally, I4I, representing
32 per cent attended seldom, and 66 representing 51 per cent were
not movie goers*
Motion picture attendance by age*—According to Table Itli,
motion picture attendance seemed to decrease with the Increase in
age* The 21 *• 29 age group held the largest percentage for those
attending anvies regularly and occasionally* The 30 - hU age group
accounted for the highest percentage of seldom movie goers, and the
h$ and over age group accounted for the highest percentage of non¬
movie goers*
Motion picture attendance by sex*—There were very little
differences in movie attendance in terms of sex (see Table h$)m
urns U3
P&RCENTAOS or SAMPUB USim TELSTISIOS BI AOS, SEX,
EIXJCATIOKAL STATUS, ECOHOKIO STATUS AND RACK
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Xovor 26 72 52 3C 100 51 50 12 mm* •It* U6 U 2
Soldoa 38 10 16 32 U7 28 mmm 20 mm* 11 uu UU 6 17
Oeea«lon«ll7 30 13 9 9 1^ 2 12 35 UO 11 u 13 7 r 33
Rtgtilarlx 70 n 9 23 22 10 U2 Uo 100 8{ 100 78 U3 • •• 81 U8
Total 100 72 100 28 7C Ur 50 88 100 100 100 IOC 100 100 100 51 56 98
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TABLE







Regularly Occasionally Seldom Never
u
1 Perc nt Number Perc nt
u
•
Perc nt Number Percent
a - 29^ 11 5 1*6 IS Tl 3 27
JO - W* 59 12 23 30 1*9 17 23
59 2 k 8 13 1*9 83
Total 129 5 u It 13 1*1 32 66 5l
TABLE hS
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Total 129 5 i* 17 13 lii 32 66 51
Motion picture attendance according to educational atatas#—»
Those adults vlth some college training and college graduates
accounted for the regular aovie goers (see Table lt6)« High school
grs(tiate8 accounted for the highest percentage of occasional aoTia
goerSf and those adults aho had completed grammar sdbool accounted
for the highest percentage of seldom movie goers* The five adults
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«ho had no formal adaeatlon ao<«>anted for the highest percentage
of non-movie goers*
Motion pietare attendance aeoording to economic status*—
Economic group A held the highest percentage of regular movie goers,
and economic group B held the highest percentage of occasional movie
goers* Econoffiie group C held the hipest percentage of seldom movie
goers, and economie group D accounted for the highest percentage of
non-movie goers (see fable it?)*
I&BLB 1|6
ICOTIOH FICTOBE ATIENDAKCS ACOOBDING IQ EDUCATIOHAL STATUS
Educational Number Frecpienoy of Attendance
Status in
SaBq>le























58 --• « V 27 31
Some High
School 18 »•« • •• 7 39 n 61 • ••
High Sc^ol
Grackiate 5 5 100 • •• • •• • ••
Some College U 2 50 2 50 • ••
College
50 50Graduate 6 3 3 .«•#
Tbtal 129 5 it 17 13 lil 32 66 51
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ZABLE 1)7







Regiilarly Occasionally Seldom Never
>4
•










Group A 1 1 100 .•ee# • •• • #4 #•#
Group B 9 1) 5 55 • «« «««
Group C 1)7 ••• 8 16 31 68 £ 16
Group D 72 It 6 10 13 9 81
Total 129 5 h 17 13 la 32 6i 51
Motloa picture attendance by raco»—»CoD8ldgring notion
plcturo nttendanco bj raca» it «as found that regular notion picture
attendance naa almost the same for both races* Hoserer^ the Negroes
in the sample composed the largest percentage of non-aovie goers
(see Table 1)6)•
Summary of motion picture attendance».»»Proxlait3r and religious
beliefs sere the dominant factors influencing notion picture atten¬
dance* With the exception of the non-noTie goers^ the najor portion
of the sample attended movies occasionally* The analysis revealed
(1) that notion picture attendance decreased slth the increase in
age| (2) regularity in motion picture attendance sas accompanied^
to a great degree^ by a rise in the educational and economic levels} .
(3) racially^ there sere slight differences in regular motion picture
TABLE U8



















































Total 129 5 h 17 13 la 32 66 51
attendanctt* Boaevar, tha Nagroaa In tha aampla aeoountad tor tha
hlgbast parcantaga of non^so^a goars (aaa Tabla
lelaara Time Aetlvltlaa
Efforts sera Bade to discoTer tha laiaura tioa actl-vltles
usually engaged in by tha adults In order to compare tha status of
reading and^ in addition, to discover tha extant to mhidi tha adults
participated in comnunity activities su<^ as church and social clubs,
the Parant^Teadier Association, fara and home draonstration dlasaas,
at cetera»
The adults interviaaed «era asked, "If you had several hours
to do exactly as you please, abat aould y6d do?” Ustaning to tha
radio aas the main activity named by both men and acmen* Tha men
named radio listening, sleeping, and vLeaing television as their
main aotivitias* The aomen named radio listening, viaaing tal»->
vision, and sleeping as activitias occupying their leisure time*
TilBLg li9
PERCENTAQ8 OF SAMPLE ATTSHDIIKI MOTIOM PICTURES EBT AQB, SEX,
EDUCATIONAL STATUS, BCONCSIIC STATUS AND RACE



























































Nerw 28 83 U8 55 5 91 5U 16 81 5U 30
Seldom 27 13 31 33 9 U6 a »mj9 *.*.« 68 13 21 U9
Oeoatloiuillj 27 U 18 8 39 5 50 50 55 16 16 11 17
RegularlF U6 3 U -•*« 50 50 100 hS • f • U 1)
Total 100 72 52 U5 95 9 16 100 100 100 100 100 100 39 10 L6 70
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Flftaen of th« adults intervlsMed replied that they ttould do
nothing during their leisure time, and 18 anseered that they did
not knoe shat they would do If they had any leisure time* Only
six of the adults Inter^eMed named reading ae a leisure .time
activity, one man and five women* Cbnsequently, reading occupied
a very small portion of the adults* leisure time*
T&BLB 50
LEISUHE HUE ACUMIITSS BI SEX
Activity Hale Female Total
Number Nuiaber Number
Listening to the Badlo 17 Ik 31
Viewing Television 9 6 15
Going to Uovles 2 2
Bunting 6 • •• 6
Fishing 8 • •• 8
Reading 1 5 6
Sewing • •• 1 X
Sleeping 13 6 19
Talking k 2 6
Baby Sitting 1 1
Playing the Piano ••• 1 1
Doing Nothing 1 lU 15
Don’t know k Ik 18
Total 65 6U 129
Hobbles*—»lhe adults were questioned concerning their
hobbles* As may be seen In Table 5l» hunting, fishing and reading
were the major hobbies named by the women* By comparing Table 50
with Table 5I9 it Is noted that reading was named by six adults as
being a leisure time activity, and by 13 adults as being a hobby*
it was thou^t. In this ease, that some of the adulte considered
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&>bby Kales Females Total
Number Number Number
Cooking Hi lU
Hunting 13 ««• 13
Reading 5 8 13
Fishing 10 • •• 10
Sewing 9 9
Growing Flowers 1 2 3
Collecting Xtoas 2 2
Building Caskets 1 1
Ibtal 30 35 65
reading • leisure time activity while others looked upon reading
as a hobby* Collecting poetry* collecting odds and enck!^ growing
flowers* and building caskets were ether types of hobbies named
by the adults interviewed*
Extent of participatioH in congnunity activities*—Table
52 shows the extent to which the adults participated in oommuni^
activities* i number of adults indicated by percentage or other¬
wise the amount of time spent* For instance* one adult stated
that he devoted a great <teal of his time* another hardly any* and
others expressed that they devoted none* once a meek* or not much*
Ihe majority of the adults devoted two hours a month of
their time to comiminity activities* ihe men gave more of their
time than the women to ooimiunity activities. As the educational
and economic status increased* participation in community acti¬
vities also increased* Uahy adults stated that they went to
diurch twice a month but did not attend any of the social activities
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TABLE $2






TWo Hours 17 13 30
Four Hours 11 8 19
Six Hours 15 12 27
Mght Hours 10 10 20
Ten or More 11 lit 25
None 1 7 8
Total 65 6U 129
in th« oommnnitgr* Th« lack of participation in oomnunitjr aetiritiea
was daoy in a largo aeasuro^ to lack of interest* no meana of trans¬
portation* and lack of activities to neet the interests of the rural
adults*
Suoaiary
Reading had a small place in the leisure time activities of
the adults in Lincoln County* Listening to the radio* sleeping* and
doing nothing sere the main activities listed*
Cooking* hunting* and reading sere the B»Jor hobbies named
by 65 of the adults.
Rural adults face many perplexing problems that call for more
facts* insights* and inspiration* Much of this can be obtained through
reading and active participation in sortbshile community activities*
The adults interviesed devoted a small portion of their time to the
activities of community organizations* Ihe amount of time given sas
dependent upon the educational and ecoromic level of the adult*
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Oomparatlve Relatlonahlp Between The Use of Bie
Printed and fe^Prlnted iiedia
In an attempt to make the atudly more usefol^ reading
practices «ere conq>3red aith practices in regard to the audio*
visual media* Serious reading ainsng adulta demands that the adult
master those basic skills necessary for efileient reading* Books
and magazines, are the tso ahich require the hipest degree of skill
on the part of the adult* Therefore, the reading experiences of
(.
the adults aho have Kit mastered the techniques of reading become
very limited in amount and restricted in quality*
Among the adult? intervieaed differences aere discovered
betaeen tiieir reading practices and their practices in regard to
radio, television, and raotdon picture* Table 53 shoas the relatioiK
ship betaeen those adblts aho read neaspapers, aiagazines, and books
aith their practices in regard to radio:listening, television visaing,
and motion picture attendance*
TABLE 53
COMPARATIVE EELATIOHSHIP BETWEES USE OF PRIHTED ATO
BOH-FRINTED UEBIA
Print Percentage Non*print Percentage
Neaspapers 83 Radio 98
Magazines 77 Television 51
Books 53 Motion Picture k9
The table includes those aho use each media regularly,
occasionally, and seldom* It is interesting to note that the
largest percentage of Hxe adults preferred radio over all the other
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aedit* Th« radio audlenee includes the light users of and the
abstainers froa the other media* It reaches a large portion of
persons mho are not reached by books and mho are not fretjientl/
reached by magazines* The neespsper competed mith radio as a
source of information and recreation* The actilts mho oomposed
the newspaper audience mere in many eases iK}n>-u8er8 of books and
magazines* Ihe adults made use of the particular media mhich tended
to satisfy their pattern of living or interests^ and avoided either
deliberately or because they did not appreciate thaa^ the ether
media* Table $U reveals the percentage of non-users of print as
coB^red mitb those mho do tiot use the aUdio-visual media*
TAHJS $h
PERCENTAQE mSTRlaJTION OF FKIKT AS COIiPAREO WITH THB
ABSTAINERS OF THB BON-FRINTED KEDIA
Print 1 P« roentage Mon-Printed Percentage
Read no Newspaper Did iK>t listen to
Regularly $7 the Radio Regularly 27
Read none at aU 17 Did not listen at all 3
Read no Magazines Did not view Television
Regularly 78 Regularly 62
Read none at all 23 Did not view at all la
Read no Books Did not Attend Movies
Regularly 88 Regularly 1*5
Read none at all 1*7 Did not attend at all 51
The adults mere found to be abstainers^ not only of one or
tmo media but in regard to all of thm* Noting practices regarding
regularity of use, books had the highest percentage of abstainers*
Eighty-eight per cent of the adults did not read books regularly.
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and 78 per cent aera not regular readers of ugaslnee. Ihe neas*
paper had the loaest percentage of abstainers* Fortynieven per cent
of the adults read no books at all, 23 per cent read no magazines,
and 17 per cent did not read the neaspaper* The 8udio»visual media
accounted for the smallest percentage of abstainers* The largest
percentage of abstainers aere the adults aho did not viea television
regularly, aith those aho did not attend movies ranking next* Radio
held the smallest percentage of abstainers of both the printed and
the non-prlnted media*
Those adults aho limited themselves to the radio asqperienced
no desire to examine further matesrlals* Thsy aere satisfied and aere
not affedted if deprived of suitable reading materials* Those adults
aho aere less fully served acre the more satisfied*
TSbls 55 shoas the frequency aith ahlch each medium aas used*
it is interesting to note that neaspapcrs and radio acre used the
most; television and books aere used the least; and magazines aere
used occasionally* The frequent use of the radio may be attri¬
buted to the folloaing factorsi (1) the radio is the easiest aay
of obtaining information, (2) it re<pirea the least amount of thought
and effort, and (3) the contents of the radio satisfied the adult*a
pattern of living or interest* Local neaspapera aere read aidely by
the adults intervleaed* The contents of the local neaspapera aere
devoted to farm nevts and comaninity events ahicb had a definite in¬
fluence upon their use* Television sets aere not oaned by many of
the adults ahich accounted for their infrequent use* Books aere the
least used, and this aas due in a large measure to the non-availability
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TABI£ $$
USE OF THE PRIHISO AND NON-FRINTED MEDIA
Frequenej of Uso
Media
Never Seldm Occasionally Regularly
u






Newspapers 22 17 18 lU 3U 26 55 1»3
MagasInes 30 23 31 2U UO 31 28 22
Books 61 U7 27 21 28 22 13 10
Radio 3 2 11 9 23 18 92 71
Television 53 la. . 3r 2U 17 13 28 22
Motion Pictures 66 51 la 32 17 13 5 U
of Boltal^Lo reading materials. The agencies of distribution had not
supplied reading saterlals to neet the Individual needs of the adults
and neither had the adults through their own efforts, secured the
types of naterlals which .would satisfy their patterns of Interest.
CHAPTER IV
SOUMARI AKD CONCLUSIONS
Tb« present etu^y has been concerned elth the reading
'
interests and habits of the adults residing in the rural areas
of Lincoln County^ Tennessee* The investigation proposed to detexw
mine the extent to shidx suitable reading materials mere made avail*
able to the rural areas of Lincoln County* Ihe examination mas
intended to reveal the influence of age, sex* education* economic
status and race in terms of reading interests and habits and* in
addition* to ascertain the adult*s interests and habits in other
types of activities sudi as radio listening* television vieaing*
and attendance at motion picture houses* in order to compare , the
proportion of reading mith such types of activities*
The investigation made of the reading resources in Lincoln
County revealed that the County mas inadequately served in reading
matter from the profit and non-profit agencies of distribution and
that only those adults mho preferred the general and popular publi¬
cations mould be adequately served* Cheap magasines and ineapensivs
p6(^et book editions mere the pre(k>minant types of reading matter
distributed by the profit agenciesi the publications of the non¬
profit agencies mere aimed at a special group of adults mho had
formed an appreciation for reading* and those mith specialized
interests* The public library reached only a small percentage of
72
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th« population* Only iTour of tho 129 adults intervlesed reported
that they obtained reading materlala froa the public library* It
seems that the agencies of distrllKitlon had Influenced shat the
adilts read since most of the adults had not taken the trouble to
obtain, by their osn efforts, suitable reading materials, but sere
8atlsn.ed slth shat the agencies supi^ed them* Thus, the kind of
reading done can be traced back to the agencies of distribution
shlch supplied th«B*
Ihe economic lesel of the adults Interrieeed sas los sith
the major portion of the sample recel'^dng an annual Income of lead
than 1,000 dollars, and possessing at least four of tbs modem con¬
veniences*
Ei^tyi-«lne per cent of the 8aiq>le bad less than a high school
education* The type of materials shlch the adults read, the type of
programs to shlch they listened, and the type of activities In shlch
they engaged, sere determined by the cultural and economic levels*
Of the printed media, the newspaper had the largest number'of
readers, magasines had the second largest number, and books, the
smallest* Analysis of nesspsper reading practices'^ revealed that 107
of the adults read the newspaper, sith the reading done exclusively
In the local papers* This accounted for the predondnanee of local
news as the section of the newspaper enjoyed most by the adults* It
sas discovered that as the cultural and economle level Increased,
newspaper reading also increased* College graduates, high sdiool
graduates, and those adults sith some college training, accounted
for the highest percentage for regular newspaper readership* The
7k
tion-resders of tho nenspaper wero aslnljr thoso adults ulth aomo
high sdiool traltiing* Similar results mere discovered mhen ness-'
paper reading mas analyzed according to eoonomie statust the
higher the economio level the more reading done. Economic groups
C and 0 accounted for the highest percentage of non>readers of the
nesspaper. The largest percentage of adults mho read the neii»-
paper regularly mere k$ years of age and overi in addition, this
age group also accounted for the smallest percentage of non-readers.
Vhen nemspaper reading mas considered by sez^ momen accounted for
the largest percentage of non-readers, ^ere mere fem differences
in nemspaper reading in terms of race, althou^ the mhites retained
the highest percentage of regular readers.
There mas some indioation of an overlapping of the nems¬
paper and the magazine reader. Those mho read the nemspaper also
read magazines, bat did not read books| homever, those adults mho
read books also read nemspapers and magazines. Like nemspaper
reading, magazine reading also increased as the educational and
ecotK)mie levels increased. The largest percentage of regular
readers mere high sdiool graduates mith college graduates ranking
next. Economio group 6 held the highest percentage of regular
readers, and economic group C retained the majority of the non¬
magazine readers. Thus, magazine reading mas influeneed by the
economio and edxoational levels of the adults.
Regular aiagazine readers predominated the 21 - 29^ age
group. Racially, the mhites mere more regular ii^gazinereaders,
mhereas, Negroes mere occasional and seldom readers. There mere
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sU^t dLfferencea In nagazintt reading in texvs of sex*
ihe -^rpe of sagaolm articles or stories prefexred by
the aajority of the acklts sere those dealing sith religion,
farsing, homeaaking, and love, ihere sas s tendency for the
adolts to read in line with their occupational interests. Twenty-
eight of the adults interviesed indicated that they read regularly
21 different nagasii^s. Readers Digest. True Confession, and Life
sere the au jor sagasdnea read regularly.
Books held the smallest number of readers. This type of
reading sas done mostly in The Bible. The factors shicb accounted
for the small percentage of book readers sere lade of tiiae, lade
of interest, lade of suitable readit^ materials, poor eye sight,
and the las educational and eoonomie levels of the adults. Those
adults sith meager schooling did not read the more popular books
but confined their reading to nesspapers and magaaines. The
adults sithottt an high sdiool eduealdon accounted for the highest
percentage of non-book readers. Hi^ school gradiates retained
the highest pereentags of regular readers, and those edults sith
some college trailing sere IX per cent occasional readers. Econo¬
mic gxoup B held the lai^est percentage of regular readers, and
economic group C accounted for the largest percentage of non-book
readers.
Women read more books than the sen, and the 21-29 age
group read sore than the other age groups* Begroes oongiosed the
largest percentage of regular, occasional, and selctos readers. The
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whites retained the hipest percentage of non-readers of books*
It was significant to note that the Kegroes in the san^le accounted
for the largest percentage of readezw when nesspaperf magaslne, and
book reading were analysed according to race*
Subscription was the main source for the newspapers and
nagasinea wbidi the adults read, and friends and the drug stores
for books*
The adults showed more Interest in the audio-visual media
than in the printed media* Regular radio listening by both men
and women was almost the same, and the aciilts and over composed
the largest percentage of regular radio listeners* Radio listening
increased as the educational and economic levels decreased* Local
news was the major t^ of radio program preferred by the adults*
Age was a factor in television viewing for regular television view¬
ing was done primarily by the 21 * 29 age group* Regular and
occasional television viewing increased with the arise in the edu¬
cational and eoonofflie levels* The men preferred sports programs,
and the women dramatic ones* Paroadmity and religious beliefs
were the main factors detearmining motion picture attendance*
Siacty-five of the adults listed hobbies* Hunting,
fishing, and reading were the main hobbies named by the men,
and cooking, sewing, and reading by the women. The activity of
listening to the radio was the main activity of most of the adhalts*
The adult*s participation in community activities was dependent
upon his educational and economic level* This eacplalned in a large
measure the lack of informed public opinion in the rural communities*
n
Cl* adult** reading interests and habits sere diaraeterls-
tie oJT bis cultural and economic level* He read, listened to, or
matched the type of contents ehidi conformed to bis Interests and
avoided other types of materials*
Ihe important findings of the study are thesei
First, the agencies of distribution of reading matter have
not supplied the adults iflth varied types of literature to broaden
their horizons and aid them to sound democratio deeisions* Ihe
types of materials distributed mere of a mediocre quality* Cie
public library had not made the coisaunity amare of the services
mhicb it could render to them} consequently, it had appealed to a
special group of a(iilta mho mere amare of its services*
Second, reading in general, and the reading of books in
particular decreased mith the decline in the economic and cultural
level, mhile radio listening and television vieming did not e3q>erience
a decline, and generally increased as the cultural and economic level
became lomer* Ihe adilta in the lorn cultural and economic levels
avoided print, and also avoided serious radios and television programs*
IMrd, there mas no relation beteeen book reading and radio
listening* Ihe radio audience included the light users and ab>
Stainers of neuspapers and magaginea*
Fourth, many of the adults had not been taught horn to read;
others had read so little since they mere children that they mere
unable to read a siople neespaper account* Iher* mere some mho
could read relatively simple materials but mere unable to find
books or magazine articles relating to problems confronting them
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that vert alOQjle and easy to read* Finally, there eere thoae
«ho did not eare to read, did tx>t hare the tine, or bad poor
eyeeif^t*
In orcter to ijaaprortt the reading intereata and habits of
rural adults, as sell as to develop an informed public opinion
among them, a greater and better quality of reading materials
should be made arailable*
APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW SOIEDULB
A Study of tho Reading Intereete end Habits of a Selected
Nonber of Adilts Residing in the Roral Areas of Lincoln Counlyf
Tennessee*
1* Comnanitys
(a) Fayette-ville ( ) (b) Elandie ( ) (c) Ho«ell ( )
(d) Delrose ( ) (a) Petersburg ( ) (f) Mulberry ( )
2* Ages
21-29 ( ) ( ) hS and over ( )
Sexs it* Races 5* Marital Statuss
Male ( ) White ( ) Married ( )
Fttsale C ) Negro ( ) Single ( )












$ and 6 Tears
7 and 8 Tears
Graduate Stud(y
1 Tear ( ) 2 Tears ( )
a. Occupations
Fazner ( ) Housewife Laborer ( )
Teadier ( ) Minister ( Doctor ( )





B. 1* Property Owner )
1* Less than 1»000 2* Tenant ( >
2. 1,000 ( ) C. ELectric Lights ( )
3. 2,000 (
(
) D. Modern Plumbing ( )





1-3 Tears ( )
it Tears ( )
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F* Ubdern •leotrical appliances ( )
(StoTs, reXrlgerator and
sashing udiine)







lu Wood ( )
$• Coal ( )
10* What are your hobbies?
Seeing ( ) Cooking ( } Hunting ( ) Reading ( }
CoUeoting Itoas ( ) Others
!!• Do you listen to the radio? Regularljr ( ) Oecasionall/ ( )
Seldoa ( ) Never ( )
12« What type of program do you enjoy mosts
World nees ( ) Drama ( ) Homeaaking ( )
Local Nees ( ) Romanos ( ) Religious ( )
Mystery ( ) Musical ( J Detective ( )
Sports ( ) Others
13* Do you look at Television Regularly ( ) Occasionally ( ).
Seldom ( ) Never ( )
1U« What type of program do you enjoy most?
World nees t ) Musical ( ) Religious ( )
Drama ( ) Homemaking ( ) Others
Romance ( ) Sports ( ) Bo preference C )
Detective ( ) Mystery ( )
15* Go you attend movies? Regiilirly ( ) Occasionally ( )
Selctom ( ) Never ( )
16* Do you read a daily paper? Regularly ( } Occasionally ( )
Seld(»i ( ) Never ( )
(b) From ehat sourced do you obtain your daily paper?
Subscription ( ) Grocery store ( )
Neesatand ( ) Drug store ( ) Others '
(e) What part of the neespaper do you enjoy most?
Local nees ( ) The ooodea ( )
International nees ( ) Editorials ( )
Farm sees ( ) Sports ( ) Others
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17« (a) Bo you read ai^y Bagaslneat Regularly ( } Oocaaionally ( )
Seldoa ( ) Haver ( )
(b) From ehat aouroes do you obtain your nagaainea?
Subacription ( ) Grocery atore ( ) 5 & 10 cent atore ( )
Neeaatand ( ) Public Library C )
Brug atore ( ) Otbera _______________
(o) What type of articles and stories do
BoBeoaking ( ) Farm ( )
Sports ( ) Travel ( )
Religious ( i Current nees








(d) Vhat oagaaines do you read regularly?
18» Bo you read any books? Regularly ( ) Occasionally ( )
Seldc» ( ) Never ( )
(b) Froa ehat aouroes do tou obtain your books?
$ & 10 cent store ( ) Public library ( )
Publisher ( ) Others
Brug store ( )














Personal appearance ( }
(d) What books have you read latelor?
Can't recall ( } None ( }
(s) Bo you enjoy reading books? If so, shy?
Infomation ( ) Inspiration ( }
Recreation ( ) Other reasons
19* Hos such of your time each month do you devote to coamiunity
activities?
2 hours ( ) L hours ( ) 6 hours . ( )
10 or Bore hours ( )
20* If you had several hours to do exactly as you please, shat
sould you like to dat7
Listen to the radio ( )
Look at TV ( )
Go to a Bovie ( )
Play cards ( )
&int ( } Sleep ( )
Fish ( ) Nothing ( }
Read ( } Bon't knos ( )
Ses ( ) Others
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